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Chapter 1927: 

If a man does not serve himself, he will be punished by heaven and earth. 

At this time, for Arthur, when neither party can afford to offend, finding someone to take 

the blame is the best choice. 

As for the outcome, that’s none of his business. 

“Huh?” 

Dustin Rhys couldn’t help but frown slightly when Arthur pointed it out. 

This old fox is faster than anyone else when it comes to grabbing credit, and he is not at 

all ambiguous when it comes to throwing the blame. 

“So, give me the people inside, and I can give you a fortune.” 

Mark turned his eyes to Dustin Rhys, his tone was a bit bossy. 

“Who are you? Do I know you?” Dustin Rhys said calmly. 

“I am the second disciple of the inner sect of Wandering Dragon Sect, strictly 

prohibited.” 

Mark said with an arrogant look: “As long as you make friends with people honestly and 

do things for our Wandering Dragon Sect, from now on, our Wandering Dragon Sect will 

be your backer.” “What if I don’t make friends with you? 

” Dustin Rhys asked back. 

“Don’t hand over? Huh…” 

Mark snorted coldly: “If you are unwilling to hand over the person, then you are going 

against our Wandering Dragon Sect. Can you afford the consequences?” 



A nameless little boy If the character dares to challenge the Wandering Dragon Sect, he 

will only die. 

“Listening to what you said, I really don’t want to pay anymore.” 

Dustin Rhys said without changing his expression: “The patient’s condition is very 

unstable. As a doctor, I have the responsibility to protect his safety, whether it is 

Wandering Dragon Sect or other Power, don’t even think about snatching people from 

me today.” 

“Boy! Do you know what you are talking about?” 

Mark’s face darkened and he threatened: “Going against our Wandering Dragon Sect is 

asking for death. In the southwest world, No one can protect you! Now I’ll give you a 

chance to reorganize your language. Do you want to surrender?” “No. 

” Dustin Rhys spat out two words coldly. 

“You’re looking for death!” 

Hearing this, Mark was instantly furious. He waved his hand suddenly and shouted: 

“Come here! Kill this kid for me!” ” 

Yes!” 

Upon hearing this, the two Wandering Dragon Sect disciples immediately drew their 

swords. . 

“Stop!” 

At this time, Mason suddenly shouted: “Strictly forbidden! This little brother is my friend, 

you’d better not mess around!” ” 

Mason! I warn you not to meddle in other people’s business, and anyone who dares to 

go against Wandering Dragon Sect Everyone must pay the price!” It is strictly forbidden 

to look gloomy. 

“That’s right.” 



Jason suddenly spoke in a strange and sinister manner: “This guy is arrogant, 

domineering, arrogant and ignorant. He has no regard for our three major sects at all. 

He must be taught a lesson. This time I will strictly prohibit him. ” 

Jason! You are here to avenge your personal vengeance! If you have any 

dissatisfaction, just come at me. What’s the point of bullying the weak?” Mason shouted 

with a glare. 

“Hmph! Sooner or later, the accounts between you and me will be settled, but not now.” 

Jason turned his eyes to Mark and said with a smile: “Brother Mark, I will block the 

Golden Blade Gate for you. You can deal with that kid, but After it’s done, we’ll share 

the secret.” 

“Okay! Then there’s Brother Jason!” 

Mark nodded and did not refuse. 

Under the current situation, it is obviously not easy to be alone, but if you form an 

alliance with the Flying Snow Sect, you can sweep the whole field without any worries. 

“Do it!” 

He ordered again without any nonsense. 

“Get it!” 

The two Wandering Dragon Sect disciples looked at each other, immediately stepped 

forward, and attacked Dustin Rhys at the same time. 

“How dare you!” 

Mason was angry and immediately drew his sword, preparing to step forward to 

support. 

 


